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Report Compiled by: David James
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Executive Summary
Following an arboricultural inspection, 28 January 2OL5, by David James Tree Services Limited of
the Ulmus glabro Horizontalis located at 300 Stanmore Road, Richmond, Christchurch, we now
provide further information for the tree to be considered for inclusion on the register of significant
trees on the Replacement District Plan for Christchurch City Council.
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Site Location

The tree is located in a landscaped garden area between the New World Supermarket building and

Stanmore Road to the west.

1.0 lntroduction

1.1 Errol Hadfield of Kindale Holdings Ltd has requested David James Tree Services Ltd to prepare

further evidence in support of the Arboricultural assessment of the tree located at 300 Stanmore

Road dated LLth February 20L5.

1.2 This report contains:

o Notes on the contribution to the landscape, including the status of the tree in relation to
other trees in New Zealand of the same species.

o Historical connections of the tree to Christchurch.
o Summary.
o Conclusions.

2.0 Landscape contribution

2.1 The elm is the largest known specimen in New Zealand. Reference the New Zealand Notable

Tree Trust - Tree Register, tree CR/1344. See Appendix one.

2.2 The tree suits the site. lts size compliments the building and as a single specimen adds to the
streetscape.

2.3 I note that using CTEM the Stanmore elm already meets the threshold for retention. lts score

was 870, only needing to meet a score of 770. Furthermore its age and association in the Heritage

section were not taken into consideration under the exceptional evaluation criteria of CTEM.

2.4 I understand that it was initially rejected for inclusion in the Replacement District Plan, due to
shape and perceived ill health.

2.5 The historical connection (see below) and national status of the tree override these negative

points.

3.0 Historical connection

3.1 Documents indicate this tree was planted by Joseph Hadfield, after arriving on the 'Mersey' in
1862, severalyears later, in 1868. Within the next few years this tree will be 150 years old.

3.2 Having been planted in 1868, this tree was part of the early plantings by European settlers on

the Canterbury plains. This fact alone gives the tree historical significance.

3.3 ln 1995 the Stanmore elm was upgraded from a Notable tree to a Heritage Tree in the new City

Plan. This made it one of fifteen such trees and afforded it the highest protection for trees at the

time. See appendix two.

3.4 ln 1998, a plaque was erected beneath the tree to honour the contribution Mr J. Hadfield

made to the city.
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3.5 The presence of the plaque and the information it provided was not noted by assessing staff
employed by Treetech Specialist Treecare ltd, who carried out the assessments of individual trees
for Christchurch City Council.

4.0 Summary

4.Lln my report February 2OL5,l stated 'The tree in its current state has a healthy appearance and

looks structurally strong. lt has as best a growing environment as possible given the site, and is

located in an area with low public usage.' I stand by the outcome of those and other comments
contained in the report.

4.2 This tree has history and is an important link to Christchurch's past.

4.3 Despite the treatment it has received it is still an exceptional tree.

4.4 Only one tree in New Zealand can hold the title of Champion tree for its species, and this is it.

5.0 Conclusions

5.1 ln my opinion the Stanmore Elm makes a significant landscape and historical contribution to
Christchurch.

5.2 The health of the tree is improving, since the Treetech Specialist Treecare report (2012), and I

believe will continue to do so.

5.3 Taking all of the above into consideration I request the tree is included in Appendix 9.4.5.L.1
Schedule of lndividualTrees of the proposed Christchurch Replacement District Plan.

David James
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Appendix One

lnformation from the New Zealand Tree Trust - Tree register.

Tree Information x

Identifier: CR/l3aawh]'sthis?
Tree Type: Single what's this?

Registered By: Hadfield, E. what's this?

Registration 
Notable tree - National interest

uategory:

The Heritage Christchurch plaque located beside the path near the tree reads;
'This tree was planted on eight acres of land purchased by Joseph Hadfield in 1865.
Hadfield and his family, of Derbyshire, England, arrived on board the

Mersey in Canterbury on25 September 1862. The Hadfield Homestead originally
stood on this site. This plaque was erected in 1998 by Hadfield's great-grandsons,
Errol, Anthony, Martin and Roger Hadfield.'
Historical images shown include a 1888 image of Clara & Florence Hadfield and
the 1903 wedding of Leonard Norton Hadfield and Amy McConkey. The elm can

General Notes: clearly be seen in the background.

The largest know specimen of this species in NZ was recorded in the Christchurch
Botanic Gardentrl (see tree CR/I255). The Hadfield Elm surpasses this tree by a
considerable margin and is now the largest known specimen in the country
(Cadwallader, B.G., 201 5).

1) Burstall, S.W. & Sale, E.V., 1984. Great Trees ofNew Zealand,page270.
2) See Hadfield Family history

Single Tree Details

Genus: Ulmus

Species:

Common names: weeping Wych elm, weeping elm, horizontal elm

Given Name: The Hadfield Elmwhat's this?

Height: 11.50m

Heightmeasurement 
Clinometer

method:

HeightComments: (none)what'sthis?

Girth: 584 cmlyhaL'sjhis?

Girth measurement 
1.4 mwhat's this?

height:

glabra
'Horizontalis'
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Girth Comments: (none)

Diameter: 185.9 cm

Crown Spread A: 16.50m

Crown Spread B: 17.00m

Avg. Crown Spread: 16.75m

Actual Planting Date: 1868

Approx' Planting Date: 
e.g. circa. 1860

Current Age: 147 years

Tree Health Some die-back in canopy due to site disturbance
Description: what's this?

Tree Form Type: Single Trunk what's this?

Number of Trunks: 1 what's this?

Tree Form Comments. Typical of this cultivar although the tree has been
high prunedwhat's this?

Champion Tree Score: 281what's this?

Local Protection Status: Yes what's this?

Tree Present: Yes what's this?

STEM Score: 0 what's this?
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Except from document.

the Elm at 300 Stanmore Rd was protected prior to the 1995 City Plan, as it is on a list we have of early tree
protection pre 1995, and became a Heritage tree via the new plan - end quote. I can support what he says

with a letter I received from, Tree Operations Officer, Mr S J Hardwick dated 16 Februarv 1995, he states,
after viewing some of my photos which he asked me to send him - I quote, - we are proceeding with the
upgrading of the tree from Notable to Heritage Class, Heritage being the highest classification for protected
trees in the city, there are only fifteen such trees on the list proposed for protection under the new City
Scheme.
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